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Abstract 

The objective of this report is to summarize delivery of the second prototype of the FAIR data 
catalogue for the ConcePTION project.  
 
The objective of this prototype of the data catalogue is to collect summary level metadata on the 
CONCEPTION common data model and to map this metadata to population-based healthcare 
data sources and databanks to aid  ConcePTION partners  in the execution of  analyses to generate 
evidence on the safety of medicines in pregnancy (i.e. data elements and mapping catalogue). The 
design of this catalogue is based on the requirements analysis as delivered in D7.1 ‘User 
requirements and meta-data model for the FAIR data catalogue from WP1&2’.  
 
In particular, the catalogue prototype consists of sections for: 
 

● Data access providers - Contributors to the catalogue such as universities, companies, 
medical centres and research institutes 

● Data sources - Collections of data banks covering the same population 
● Data banks - Data collections such as registries or biobanks 
● Networks - Collaborations of multiple institutions 
● Common Data Models - Common Data Element models and Harmonization models 
● Studies - Collaborations of multiple institutions, addressing research questions using data 

sources and/or data banks 
 
In addition, we added supportive sections to describe the underlying data elements: 

 
● Releases - defines a version of metadata on tables/variables 
● Tables - Tables in data banks or models 
● Variables - Variables in data banks or models 
● VariableValues - Categorical values of variables, if applicable 
● RepeatedVariables - Specific structure when same variable is measured at more timepoints 
● TableMappings - Rule how common data model table should be created from source 
● VariableMappings - Rule how a common data model variable should be created from source 

 
In the past months we have implemented these requirements into a fully functional catalogue that is 
ready for user testing. The coming months will be spent thoroughly evaluating the prototype from both 
a data entry and catalogue (researcher) user perspective. The results of this testing period will be 
reported in a next deliverable D7.10: ‘Test report of FAIR data catalogue 2nd’. Meanwhile all testing 
findings will be processed and necessary modifications made in order to accept the prototype into 
production state to be used by WP1, WP2 and WP7. 
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Methods 

As extensively reported in the deliverable D7.1 and D7.6, the objective of the ConcePTION data 

catalogue is to serve the needs of ConcePTION partners to identify relevant data access providers 

and data sources for the conduct of studies to generate evidence on the safety of medicines in 

pregnancy and breastfeeding.  For ConcePTION partners the catalogue will also be a repository to 

enable management and sharing of metadata on the individual data items, data transformation tools, 

scripts and decisions for harmonisations to be used in ConcePTION studies.  As such, the catalogue 

will serve as a key enabler of transparency around the ConcePTION data pipeline. 

The current (second) prototype focuses on a subset of these requested features: 

Meta data model for DAPs 

This feature aims to standardise the metadata model to capture descriptions of DAPs within 
Conception and to make potential data sources for pregnancy research findable and understandable 
for researchers.  The metadata models map to key concepts representing different levels of meta 
data accessed through ConcePTION DAPs.  These include: 

● Institutions, organisations that play a role in the entities below 
● Data Access Providers (DAPs), institutions with authorisation, capacity and expertise to 

access and process healthcare data 
● Data Sources which are collections of data banks having overlapping underlying (source) 

populations and that can be accessed by (at least) a DAP which is entitled to link them with 
each other at the individual level 

● Data banks are collections of structured healthcare data which are defined and maintained 
by an organization, called originator (e.g. healthcare provider or healthcare payer), by the 
prompt that causes one record to come into existence (e.g. contact between a  person and 
their primary care provider, versus discharge from a hospital admission, versus dispensing of 
a medicinal product by a pharmacy), and by its content.  

● Data tables where the content of the data bank is stored. 

These concepts have been defined after content analysis of the interviews conducted with 20 DAPs 
of population-based healthcare data (see Deliverable 7.5). The concepts will be expanded in the 
future to pregnancy report data and further mapped against additional standards such as CDISC and 
GDPR (controllers versus processors of data). 

For a DAP or data source to be included in the catalogue it is not necessary for all levels of metadata 
to be available.  For example, basic descriptive information on a potential DAP and/or affiliated 
institution may be included without more detailed information on the data sources and data banks 
accessed through that DAP being available. 

Model and tools for common data models 
 
This feature enables loading of complete data dictionaries for databanks/datasources and data 
mappings to the agreed upon common models. An important example of such common model is the 
ConcePTION Common Data Model (CDM). The catalogue provides tools to define the mapping 
including the original data dictionaries and data models of the data banks, the Extract Transform and 
Load (ETL) designs and scripts that transform the original data to the ConcePTIOn CDM. 

Future iterations of the catalogue will include additional features: The Catalogue will host a selection 
of the results of the Data Characterisation of data sources participating in ConcePTION studies, 
organised using visualisation dashboards which can be queried by researchers to understand the 
detailed features of the data whose description is contained in the other sections of the Catalogue. 
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Access to such results will be regulated via username and password; A secure negotiator service for 
researchers to engage DAPs in pregnancy and breastfeeding research studies.   

Requirements analysis 

We analysed requirements for the metadata models linking to the work to design the ConcePTION 
Common Data Model (CDM) based on standardised qualitative interviews with population-based 
healthcare DAPs within the ConcePTION consortium and on the data sources they have access to 
[see Deliverable 7.5].  
 
We aimed to make the contents of the catalogue compatible with existing software, i.e., to promote 
findability, accessibility, interoperability and reusability (FAIRness) by enabling data exchange with 
existing FAIR systems and existing software. For this we made use of our network in international 
catalogue activities, most notably ESFRI BBMRI-ERIC (Directory of biobanks) and H2020 projects 
EUCAN-connect, Athlete, Cineca, LifeCycle, Longitools, which includes collaboration with Maelstrom, 
a leading data cataloguing and harmonisation resource from Canada. While these already can be 
perceived as standard, we also we analysed existing standards such as MIABIS (Merino-Martinez et 
al, 2016), DataCite (https://datacite.org/), HL7, FAIR data points (https://www.fairdatapoint.org/), and 
existing schema’s used in software such as W3C data catalog vocabulary (dcat), and data dictionaries 
in software MOLGENIS, RedCap, Castor, OpenClinica to name a few. We combined the best 
practices from these projects with the needs identified in the ConcePTION consortium, acknowledging 
that the needs of ConcePTION are different from the needs of aforementioned consortia which are 
oriented to cohort data rather than large population-based healthcare datasets. The UMCG mission 
is to synergise and converge catalogue development in the health data space, adding the specific 
needs of ConcePTION into development on the international podium.  

Implementation using MOLGENIS framework 

We implemented the catalogue software using MOLGENIS, an open source software framework to 
automatically generate bespoke FAIR catalogues and web applications based on a custom defined 
data model. The system allows for creation of query user interfaces, a main menu, 
questionnaire/survey, create/edit/delete edit forms to allow curation of the data, and Excel based data 
import/export formats and programmatic interfaces. Manuals can be found  at http://molgenis.org and 
scientific publications at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=molgenis 
 
The starting point was the conceptualisation of data bank/data source illustrated in the Introduction. 
The identification of such concepts was obtained in WP7 based on content analysis of the extensive 
interviews with the DAPS, see Deliverable 7.5. These results will also be included in a peer reviewed 
scientific manuscript. 
 
In addition we analyzed background knowledge from UMCG/BBMRI from previous cataloguing efforts 
in this domain such as H2020 projects LifeCycle, EUCAN-connect, as well as well known catalogue 
efforts we collaborate with such as the Canadian Maelstrom initiative.  
 
The results of this were operationalized into a structured data model in MOLGENIS. Subsequently 
we engaged in a series of prototyping activities to finetune the user interfaces. Given resourcing 
constraints UMCG received contributions in kind from the EUCAN-connect project, under the 
condition that software would be developed open source towards a joint prototype. The added value 
of this approach is to increase chances of long term sustainability as well as promoting interoperability 
(and and increases opportunities to unite catalogue efforts down the line). 

https://datacite.org/
http://molgenis.org/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=molgenis
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Iterative prototyping 

With the first draft of the prototype available, we conducted sessions with WP1, WP2, and WP7 
representatives over a 4 month period to discuss the metadata model, the visualisation of that within 
MOLGENIS, and the query capabilities. The final iteration resulted in the prototype described in this 
report.  

Results 

Result 1: Data catalogue database structure 

Using MOLGENIS, we translated the requirements into a relational data model (in collaboration with 
EUCAN-connect). The data model was split in three main modules: 
 
 

Module Description 

Resources 
 

Descriptions of Institutions, Data sources, Data banks, Networks and Common 
Data Element models 

Dictionaries Versioned definitions of Data Tables, Variables and Mappings/ETLs that are linked 
to Resources. 

Ontologies Lists of codes used to characterise the elements of Resource, for example ‘type’ 
or ‘age’ or ‘country’. Importantly, we aim to link all codes used to existing code 
systems/vocabularies/ontologies to promote interoperability. This module can 
describe those. 

 
Each of the modules is summarized below. Full definition can be found in Appendix. 

Resources module 

This module defines the properties and relationships for describing data resources, i.e.  
 

● Institutions - typically controller or processor of data  
● Data sources - family of databanks originating  from same underlying (source) population 
● Data banks - collected digital data on a group of individuals such as registries, cohorts, etc 
● Networks - collaborations of institutions 
● Models of Common Data Elements (CDE) - describing data standards used for harmonisation 

across data sources 
● Studies - making use of the data. 

 
In addition this module describes the relevant contact details and affiliations of the Data Access 
Providers. Note that we used an abstraction, ‘Resources’ to define what should be commonly 
described, and then Datasources, Databanks, Networks, Studies and Models define additional details 
and relations. Full documentation in the appendix, summary image below: 
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Dictionary module 

This module defines properties and relationships for describing data dictionaries, i.e.,  
● Releases - defining a version of data dictionary 
● Tables - defining data collection tables / tables defined in a standard 
● Variables - defining the columns of a table, including details necessary for research use 
● Variable values - codes used in case of a categorical variable 
● Repeated variables - used in case a variable from Variables is collected at multiple time points, 

repeated variables can be used to describe those 
Note that data dictionaries can apply to Data sources and Data banks, but can also be used to define 
Common Data (Element) Models (CD(E)M). Whether a data dictionary relates to a CDM or to a 
datasource/databank is made explicit. 
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In addition, this module defines ETL relationships between tables and variables, i.e. 
● TableMappings - how records from origin table should be mapped to a CD(E)M table.  
● VariableMappings - how variables should be mapped to CDE variables. 

Below an overview of this module; full documentation in the appendix: 
 

 

Ontologies module 

Finally, this module defines the code lists we used to ensure descriptions can be made interoperable 
as part of data harmonisation for ConcePTION distributed studies and analyses. Each ontology 
follows the same structure: term, label, code, term URL (i.e. hyperlink to ontology definition source). 
The model contains the following ontologies/code lists: 
 

● Topics - for codifying the contents of resources, tables and variables 
● Status - for defining if a ETL is ‘draft’ or ‘complete’ 
● StatusDetails - for defining the level ETL is achieved, e.g. ‘partial’, ‘none’, ‘ful’ 
● AgeCategories - for defining ages on which data is collected 
● InclusionCriteria - for defining criteria applied on population selection e.g. ‘mothers’ 
● Regions - countries and regions 
● ResourceTypes - types of Datasource, Databanks, Networks, etc, e.g. ‘registry’ 
● Units - for characterising variables, e.g. ‘cm’ 
● Formats - for defining type of variable, e.g. ‘numeric’ 
● DocumentTypes - for defining type of resource documentation, e.g. ‘protocol’ 
● InstitutionTypes - for defining type of institute, e.g. ‘university’ 
● Vocabularies - for defining code lists used in variables, e.g. ‘icd-10’ 
● UnitOfObservation - for defining what each row in a table is collected on, e.g. ‘dispensing’ 
● UpdateFrequency - for defining how frequently a databank is updated, e.g. ‘annually’ 
● ContributionTypes - for defining role of a person in a resource, e.g. ‘principal investigator’ 
● PartnerRoles - for defining role of a institution in a resource, e.g. ‘linked third party’ 
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● Conditions - for defining conditions of use, e.g. ‘collaboration required’ 
We recommend to use ontologies for each of these. E.g. ‘conditions’ could use ‘data use ontology 
(DUO)’. 

Result 2: Data catalogue prototype user interface 

Second we delivered a user interface to test the data model and design how interested users can 
explore the catalogue contents. 

Home page / landing page 

 
The most important result of this effort is the prototype user interface. The home page provides an 
overview: 
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Below we provide examples of the main screens. All screens follow the same pattern: there is a ‘listing’ 
screen, for listing all records, and a ‘detail’ screen for viewing one of the records. Note how where 
possible each screen follows the same pattern. 

List/search screens 

For all screens we provide a listing screen enabling users to filter and search. They all follow the same 
design, where the user can add/remove filters, show/hide columns, apply search and change between 
‘table’ and ‘card’ layout. One example below for ‘Institutions’: 
 

 
 
  

Institution screen 

The institution screen shows a listing of the organisations that provide access to resources described. 
E.g.  
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Datasource screen 

The datasources screen enables browsing of resources that are families of databanks. 
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Databank screen 

 
 

Network screen 

Networks describe relations between institutions, data banks and data sources towards enabling 
integrated analysis: 
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Models, Studies, Contacts, Affiliations screens 

Similar screens exist for Models, Studies, Contacts and Affiliations. These are not shown for brevity 
(i.e. many of the data sources, data banks, partners involved in ConcePTION are not shown in above 
screenshot). 

Table screen 

For each release, there is a listing of tables from the ConcePTION CDM (and in the future maybe 
from each local datasource), and each table has its own homepage providing a listing of its variables.  
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Mappings/ETL screen 

Finally, one of the most exciting views in the catalogue, that enables to see how tables from data 
banks have been mapped to common data elements. The format of such a specification table was 
specified in Appendix 6 of Deliverable 7.5. 
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Result 3: Data maintenance and interoperability 

In addition to the data model, efforts have been made to enable interoperability, with the aim to (a) 
ease data upload and (b) make the catalogue ready to participate in FAIR networks (adhering to the 
FAIR principles). 

Data entry forms for humans 

While we envision that ideally most content will be entered via data entry templates by WP7 and by 
DAPs, or potentially and ideally in an automated manner, we are certain that data curators will need 
ways to edit the data. Therefore we invested in data entry forms, for example: 
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Excel/CSV upload template 

For data entry/update at large scale we provide Excel/CSV templates for each of the data tables. For 
example: 
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Programmatic and semantic interface 

Finally, we have implemented industry standard interfaces, i.e. REST/GraqphQL and Linkde data 
formats JSON-LD and TTL (both used in the FAIR data point community). Full documentation is 
available in the demo. 
 
Examples of GraphQL interface 
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Finally, an example of semantic mapping is shown below: 
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Conclusion & looking forward 

The prototype is ready to be tested by both DAPs as well as researchers, as well as data 
manager/data scientists responsible for programming ETL and statistical procedures.  In the period 
leading up to the next deliverable we will organise 2 testing rounds, the results of which will be 
reported in D7.10:’ Test report of FAIR data catalogue 2nd’. In the first testing round, we will have 
one-on-one interviews with 5 test users (contact details provided by the project management office) 
to collect independent input that will either confirm the suitability of the current design, or will lead to 
requests for change. We will then process the test results into a next version of the protype. Optionally, 
we will repeat this testing procedure. The aim of this phase is to produce a final version of this part of 
the catalogue. In addition, we aim to use follow up projects to add persistent identifiers for the 
metadata in the catalogue, i.e., to increase FAIRness by referring to code systems and ontologies 
(e.g. HL7, CDISC). 
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Appendix 1: data model 

Below a partial export of the data structure used in the catalogue. Full model is described using 
MOLGENIS EMX2 data model format (with some technical details omitted). 

Resources module definition 

 

tableName 

table 

Extends 

column 

Name 

column 

Type key refTable description 

Institutions           

Universities, Companies, Medical Centers and 

Research Institutes 

Institutions   acronym string 1     

Institutions   name string 2     

Institutions   type ref   InstitutionTypes   

Institutions   description text       

Institutions   country ref   Regions   

Institutions   homepage string       

Institutions   logo file       

Institutions   publications ref_array   Publications   

Institutions   providerOf refback   Resources   

Institutions   partnerIn refback   Partners 

list of partner roles this institution has in various 

resources 

Contacts           Contact details of a natural person 

Contacts   name string 1   unique name to display this person properly 

Contacts   institution ref_array   Institutions One or more instutions this contact is employed by 

Contacts   affiliation ref_array   Affiliations 

One or more organisational units within 

institutions this person is part of 

Contacts   about text       

Contacts   photo file     photo to make user interface look nice 

Contacts   email string 2   email, ideally institute email 

Contacts   orcid string 3     

Contacts   twitter string 6     
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Contacts   homepage string       

Contacts   linkedin string 4     

Contacts   researchgate string 5     

Contacts   contributedTo refback   Contributions   

Contacts   publications ref_array   Publications   

Affiliations           

Description of an organisational unit within an 

Institution that people like to use 

Affiliations   acronym   1   

short acronym, ideally of form '<institute 

acronym>_<unit acronym>' 

Affiliations   name string 2   full name of this affiliation 

Affiliations   institution ref   Institutions institution that is responsible for this unit 

Affiliations   homepage string       

Affiliations   description text       

Affiliations   partnerIn refback   Partners 

list of partner roles this institution has in various 

resources 

Affiliations   contributions refback   Contributions 

list of partner roles this institution has in various 

resources 

Affiliations   publications ref_array   Publications   

Resources           

Generic listing of all resources. Should not be used 

directly, instead use specific types such as 

Databanks and Studies 

Resources   acronym string 1   Unique identifier within this catalogue 

Resources   name string 2   e.g. lifelines, lifecycle 

Resources   type ref_array   ResourceTypes e.g. 'cohort', 'network', … 

Resources   logo file     Logo for use on homepages etc. 

Resources   homepage string     Link to the home page  

Resources   description text     General description 

Resources   topics ref_array   Topics 

Topics that characterise the contents of this 

resource 

Resources   contact ref_array   Contacts Whom to contact  

Resources   provider ref_array   Institutions 

Organisation providing and/or coordinating access 

to this resource 
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Resources   startYear int     Date of first collected data 

Resources   endYear int     

Date of last collected data, empty if collection is 

ongoing 

Resources   conditions ref_array   Conditions describing access and use conditions 

Resources   licence text     describing license of use 

Resources   funding text     funding statement 

Resources   

acknowledgem

ents text     acknowledgement statement 

Resources   publications ref_array   Publications Publications about this resource 

Resources   population ref_array   Regions   

Resources   

inclusionCriteri

a ref_array   

InclusionCriteri

a   

Resources   partners refback   Partners 

Institutions involved in the creation of this 

resource 

Resources   contributors refback   Contributions Persons involved in the creation of this resource 

Resources   releases refback   Releases Releases available from this resource 

Resources   documentation refback   Documentation   

Datasources Resources         

Datasource is a resource that defines a family of 

databanks sampling the same underlying 

population. 

Datasources   databanks refback   Databanks   

Datasources   networks refback   Networks   

Databanks Resources         

Databank is a kind of resource that holds 

collected data 

Databanks   datasource ref   Datasources 

what datasource this databank is part of, if 

applicable 

Databanks   noParticipants int     number of individuals of which data is collected 

Databanks   recordPrompt text     what triggers data collection 

Databanks   

updateFrequen

cy ref   

UpdateFrequen

cy how often the data is updated 

Databanks   lagTime text     how long it takes for a update to become available 

Databanks   subpopulations refback   Subpopulations   

Databanks   networks refback   Networks   
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Models Resources           

Models   networks ref_array   Networks   

Models   datasources ref_array   Datasources   

Models   databanks ref_array   Databanks   

Networks Resources         

Network is a collaboration bringing data from 

multiple databanks together 

Networks   datasources ref_array   Datasources   

Networks   databanks ref_array   Databanks   

Studies Resources         

Study is a resource that holders information of a 

study done in context of databanks and projects 

Studies   networks ref_array   Networks   

Studies   datasources ref_array   Datasources   

Studies   databanks ref_array   Databanks Databanks that provided data into this study 

Partners           

Institutions that partnered in the creation of a 

resource 

Partners   resource ref 1 Resources resource institution has contributed to 

Partners   institution ref 1 Institutions insitution that contributed 

Partners   affiliation ref_array   Affiliations 

optionally, the institutational unit(s) that play a 

role in this resource 

Partners   role ref   PartnerRoles role in this resource 

Partners   roleDescription text     

human readible description of the role in this 

resource 

Contributions           

Persons that contributed to the creation of a 

resource 

Contributions   resource ref 1 Resources resource person has contributed to 

Contributions   contact ref 1 Contacts contact information of the person who contributed 

Contributions   institution ref   Institutions type of contribution 

Contributions   affiliation ref_array   Affiliations 

optionally, the unit from which the contribution 

was made 

Contributions   

contributionTy

pe ref_array   

ContributionTy

pes description of the contribution 

Contributions   

contributionDe

scription text     

longer description, typically used as homepage text 

for a consortium 
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Documentation           Documentation attached to a resource 

Documentation   resource ref 1 Resources The resource this documentation is for 

Documentation   name string 1   name of the document, unique within the resource 

Documentation   type ref   DocumentTypes type of documentation, e.g. protocol 

Documentation   description text     description of the documentation 

Documentation   url string     hyperlink to the source of the documentation 

Documentation   file file     

optional file attachment containing the 

documentation 

Publications           publications following bibtex format 

Publications   doi string 1   digital object identifier 

Publications   title string     The title of the work 

Publications   authors 

string_arr

ay     List of authors, one string per author 

Publications   year int     

The year of publication (or, if unpublished, the year 

of creation) 

Publications   journal string     The journal or magazine the work was published in 

Publications   volume int     The volume of a journal or multi-volume book 

Publications   number int     

The "(issue) number" of a journal, magazine, or 

tech-report, if applicable. Note that this is not the 

"article number" assigned by some journals. 

Publications   pagination string     

Page numbers, separated either by commas or 

double-hyphens. 

Publications   publisher string     The publisher's name 

Publications   school string     

(in case of thesis) The school where the thesis was 

written 

Publications   abstract text       

Publications   resources refback   Resources list of resources that refer to this publication 

Releases           

Definition of a data relase, in case of Model this 

will not include data 

Releases   resource ref 1 Resources 

Link to the resource of which contents has been 

released 

Releases   version string 1   version of the release 

Releases   

inclusedModel

s ref_array   Releases 

existing data models that are used to produce this 

release  
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Releases   

includesDataba

nks ref_array   Databanks 

in case of a network/study, it will only contain data 

of particular databanks involved 

Releases   date date     date of the release 

Releases   description text     notes specific to this release 

CollectionEvents           

Definition of an action of data collection for a 

resource 

CollectionEvents   resource ref 1 Resources   

CollectionEvents   name string 1     

CollectionEvents   description string       

CollectionEvents   startYear int     period of collection start 

CollectionEvents   endYear int     period of collection end 

CollectionEvents   ageMin ref   AgeCategories minimum ages included, if applicable 

CollectionEvents   ageMax ref   AgeCategories maximum ages included, if applicable 

CollectionEvents   noParticipants int     number of participants sampled in this event 

CollectionEvents   populations ref_array   Subpopulations 

(sub)populations that are targetted with this 

collection event 

CollectionEvents   

supplementary

Information text     any other information 

Subpopulations           Subpopulations defined in this resource 

Subpopulations   resource ref 1 Resources E.g. 'Mothers in first trimester','newborns' 

Subpopulations   name string 1   E.g. 'Mothers in first trimester','newborns' 

Subpopulations   noParticipants int       

Subpopulations   description text       

Subpopulations   

InclusionCriteri

a ref_array   

InclusionCriteri

a   

Subpopulations   

geographicRegi

on ref_array   Regions e.g. province 

Subpopulations   

supplementary

Information text       
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Data dictionary definition 

tableName tableExtends 

column 

Name 

column 

Type key refTable description 

Tables           Definition of a table within a data release 

Tables   release ref 1 Releases resource + version this table is defined for 

Tables   name string 1   unique name in the release 

Tables   label string     short human readible description 

Tables   

unitOfObserv

ation ref   

ObservationTarg

ets 

defines what each record in this table 

describes 

Tables   topics 

ref_arra

y   Topics 

enables grouping of table list into topic and 

to display tables in a tree 

Tables   description text     description of the role/function of this table 

Tables   

numberOfRo

ws int     count of the numbe of records in this table 

Tables   mappings refback   TableMappings 

list of mappings between this table and 

standard/harmonized tables 

Tables   mappingsTo refback   TableMappings   

AllVariables           

Generic listing of all variables. Should not 

be used directly, please use Variables or 

RepeatedVariables instead 

AllVariables   release ref 1 Releases release this table definition is part of 

AllVariables   table ref 1 Tables table this variable is part of 

AllVariables   name string 1   name of the variable, unique within a table 

AllVariables   

collectionEve

nt ref   CollectionEvents 

in case of protocolised data collection this 

defines the moment in time this variable is 

collected on 

AllVariables   mappings refback   

VariableMappin

gs 

listing of the VariableMappings defined 

between this variable and 

standard/harmonized variables 

Variables AllVariables         

Definition of a non-repeated variable, or of 

the first variable from a repeated range  

Variables   topics 

ref_arra

y   Topics   

Variables   label string       

Variables   format ref   Formats string,int,decimal,date,datetime etc 
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Variables   unit ref   Units unit ontology 

Variables   topics 

ref_arra

y   Topics   

Variables   references ref   Variables 

to define foreigh key relationships between 

variables within or across tables 

Variables   mandatory bool     

whether this variable is required within this 

collection 

Variables   description text       

Variables   order int     

to sort variables you can optionally add an 

order value 

Variables   

exampleValu

es 

string_a

rray       

Variables   

permittedVal

ues refback   VariableValues   

Variables   vocabularies 

ref_arra

y   Vocabularies   

Variables   repeats refback   

RepeatedVariabl

es 

listing of all repeated variables defined for 

this variable 

RepeatedVaria

bles AllVariables         

Definition of a repeated variable. Refers to 

another variable for its definition. 

RepeatedVariables isRepeatOf ref   Variables 

reference to the definition of the variable 

that is being repeated 

VariableValues           

Listing of categorical value+label definition 

in case of a categorical variable 

VariableValues   release ref 1 Releases   

VariableValues   variable ref 1 Variables e.g. PATO 

VariableValues   value string 1   e.g. '1' 

VariableValues   label string       

VariableValues   order int       

VariableValues   isMissing bool       

VariableValues   

ontologyTer

mIRI string     

reference to ontology term that defines this 

categorical value 

VariableMappings         

Mappings from collected variables to 

standard/harmonized variables, optionally 

including ETL syntax. 

VariableMappings fromRelease ref 1 Releases   

VariableMappings fromTable ref 1 Tables   
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VariableMappings fromVariable 

ref_arra

y   AllVariables 

optional, variable. Initially one may only 

define mapping between releases 

VariableMappings toRelease ref 1 Releases   

VariableMappings toTable ref 1 Tables   

VariableMappings toVariable ref 1 AllVariables 

in UI this is then one lookup field. In Excel it 

will be two columns. Value of 

'targetVariable' is filtered based on selected 

'targetCollection' and together be used for 

fkey(collection,dataset,name) in Variable.  

VariableMappings match ref   StatusDetails e.g. 'complete, partial, planned, no-match' 

VariableMappings status ref   Status whether harmonisation is still draft or final 

VariableMappings description text     human readible description of the mapping 

VariableMappings comments text     additional notes and comments 

VariableMappings syntax text     

formal definition of the mapping, ideally 

executable code 

TableMappings           

Mapping from collected tables to 

standard/harmonized tables, optionally 

including ETL syntaxes 

TableMappings   fromRelease ref 1 Releases 

release being mapped from, i.e. 

fromRelease.resource + 

fromRelease.version 

TableMappings   fromTable ref 1 Tables name of the table being mapped from 

TableMappings   toRelease ref 1 Releases 

release being mapped to, i.e. 

toRelease.resource + toRelease.version 

TableMappings   toTable ref 1 Tables name of the table being mapped to 

TableMappings   order int     

Order in which table ETLs should be 

executed for this source-target combination 

TableMappings   description text     human readible description of the mapping 

TableMappings   syntax text     

formal definition of the mapping, ideally 

executable code 
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Ontologies module definition 

 

tableName tableExtends 

column 

Name 

column 

Type key refTable description 

OntologyTerms           

OntologyTerm table is superclass for all 

stuff that links to ontology terms 

OntologyTerms   name string 1     

OntologyTerms   code string 2   

identifier used for this code with the 

ontology 

OntologyTerms   order int       

OntologyTerms   definition text       

OntologyTerms   comments text       

OntologyTerms   parent ref   

OntologyTer

ms link to a more broad term 

OntologyTerms   children refback   

OntologyTer

ms link to more specific terms 

OntologyTerms   

ontologyTerm

URI string 3     

Topics 

OntologyTerm

s         

Used to generate the tree on the left; 

we might want to make multiple trees? 

Status 

OntologyTerm

s           

StatusDetails 

OntologyTerm

s           

AgeCategories 

OntologyTerm

s         e.g. '8 week' 

InclusionCriteria 

OntologyTerm

s           

Regions 

OntologyTerm

s         

Countries, states, provinces and other 

geographic areas (e.g. using ISO_3166) 

ResourceTypes 

OntologyTerm

s           

Units 

OntologyTerm

s           

Formats 

OntologyTerm

s           

DocumentTypes 

OntologyTerm

s           

InstitutionTypes 

OntologyTerm

s           
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Vocabularies 

OntologyTerm

s           

ObservationTarg

ets 

OntologyTerm

s           

UpdateFrequenc

y 

OntologyTerm

s         may want to use SNOMED-CT codes 

ContributionTyp

es 

OntologyTerm

s           

PartnerRoles 

OntologyTerm

s           

Conditions 

OntologyTerm

s           
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